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Goldberg’s Likely to Close at End of Semester






With the new year 
comes a new addition to 
Trinity College’s Bantam 
Bucks program—student 
and faculty ID cards can 
now be used at numerous 
off-campus vendors, in-
cluding two Whole Foods 
locations in West Hartford 
as well as Spectra Wired 
Café at 5 Constitution 
Plaza in downtown Hart-
ford. This initiative to 
make shopping and dining 
off-campus more accessible 
to members of the Trinity 
community was supported 
by various faculty and ad-
ministrative staff. Accord-
ing to Access Control and 
Card Services Manager 
Mr. Curtis Gamble, the ac-
ceptance of Bantam Bucks 
at off-campus retail and 
dining locations enhanc-
es the idea of community 
and creates a relationship 
between the campus and 
local businesses. Not only 
will these locations ben-
efit from more students 
supporting their business-
es, but this new function 
is incredibly convenient 
for the student body as 
Trinity students carry 
their ID cards with them 
both on and off of campus.
This addition to stu-
dent life can be compared 
to many other colleges and 
universities, such as UCo-
nn, where students are 
familiar with their sur-
rounding areas and vis-
it them to shop and dine, 
paying with their ID cards.
The new additions to 
the Bantam Bucks pro-
gram intends to compli-
ment the inauguration 
of the new Liberal Arts 
Action Lab in downtown 
Hartford. The expansion of 
dents to sit down and discuss 
what options there are and to 
answer questions. More in-
formation on the focus groups 
will be available in upcom-
ing Trinity Today emails. 
Over the course of the 
meeting, various concerns 
were raised by SGA members 
A Trinity student threat-
ened to accuse an Uber 
driver of rape after he re-
fused to drive her because 
his shift was over for the 
night on Dec. 12, 2017.  The 
Uber driver recorded the 
argument with a camera.
 He posted the video 
on YouTube that night. 
The film, 46 seconds long, 
depicts part of the con-
versation, which began to 
escalate when the driver 
declined to take the girl 
around the corner after 
the trip had already ended. 
When asked to do this, he 
tried to comfort the passen-
ger by assuring that she 
would “figure something 
see UBER on page 4 
Brooklyn band Wool-
ly Mammals drew a large 
crowd at The Mill on Friday 
night with their soulful elec-
tric sound, reminiscent of 
Robert Glasper, D’Angelo, 
Homeshake, and- as they’ve 
self-described- a Nintendo 
64.  
The evening began with 
Trinity band Pakalolo Pa-
trol as the opening act which 
consists of   guitarist Susie 
Martin ’19, drummer Ja-
son McLeod ’19, and bassist 
James Rodiger ’19. The band 
delivered a raucous, surf-
punk fueled performance of 
all original songs that set 
the high-energy tone for the 
night. Bedraggled students 
who were eager to reunite 
with their friends and peers 
celebrated at one of Trinity’s 
favorite night life venues, 
and, with the help of Paka-
lolo Patrol and Woolly Mam-
mals, were easily able to for-
get about the looming weeks 
of work ahead. By the time 
Woolly Mammals graced the 
stage, the house was packed- 
an impressive first weekend 
for The Mill, following the 
month-long winter recess. 
AMY WESSON ’19
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Trinity’s campus into dif-
ferent areas of Hartford al-
lows students the chance to 
experience the entire city.
As of now, the list of 
off-campus vendors that 
accept Bantam Bucks 
for payment in Hartford 
include CVS Pharmacy, 
First and Last Bakery 
and Tavern, Sam’s Food 
Store, Trinity Restaurant, 
as well as Spectra Wired 
Café and two Whole Foods 
locations in West Hartford.
Woolly Mammals at Mill
Vice President of Finance 
and Chief Financial Officer 
Dan Hitchell met with the 
Student Government As-
sociation (SGA) to discuss 
Chartwells, Trinity’s dining 
services provider. It was an-
nounced that Goldberg’s On 
Campus, unaffiliated with 
Chartwells, may close at the 
end of this academic school 
year. Goldberg’s contract 
will be up on June 30 of this 
year, and, while discussion 
is still ongoing, Mr. Hitchell 
suggested that there seems 
to be a general preference 
amongst Goldberg’s man-
agers to close. When it was 
asked whether there would 
be a new independent vendor, 
Mr. Hitchell said that they 
were not currently seeking a 
replacement. He added that 
he “did not think in good con-
science that [he] could invite 
a new restaurant in and have 
see BANTAM BUCKS on page 10 
it not do well.” One option 
he did suggest was the pos-
sibility of establishing a Gr-
ab-N-Go in the newly opened 
space with minimal staffing. 
Toby Chenette, District 
Manager, believed that the 
Bistro could handle overflow 
from Goldberg’s, but that the 
reverse is not true. Mr. Hitch-
ell contended that Vernon 
Social simply does not have 
the resources that the Bistro 
does. In an attempt to get 
feedback on possibilities for 
the future, especially the use 
of the potentially open space, 
Chartwells will hold focus 
groups with students on Feb. 
13 and 14. They are seeking a 
widespread and varied group 




Brooklyn based Woolly Mammals played at The Mill last Friday.
JOSEPHINE WRAY ’21
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
see MILL on page 9
 
THE TRINITY TRIPOD
Goldberg’s is expected to shut down at the end of this semester citing financial concerns.
TRINITY COLLEGE ACCESS CONTROL AND CARD SERVICES
Bantam Bucks will now be accepted at several new locations.
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Opinions expressed in Tripod editorials represent the views of the 
Tripod editorial board. Those opinions do not necessarily reflect the 
views of all contributors to the Tripod . Additionally, opinions ex-
pressed in the Opinion section belong to the writers themselves and 
do not represent the views of the Tripod staff. 
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300 Summit St. Box 702582
Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Phone: (860) 297-2584
The Trinity Tripod has been published by the students of Trinity Col-
lege since 1904. Its staff members are committed to the reporting 
and distribution of news and ideas that are relevant to the College 
community. The Tripod is published weekly on Tuesdays during the 
academic year. Student subscription is included in the Student Ac-
tivities Fee (SAF). For non-students looking to subscribe, a one-se-
mester subscription costs $10.00 and a one-year subscription costs 
$20.00. Please address all correspondence to:
Managing Editor
AMANDA LAFFERTY ’21
Please visit our website: commons.
trincoll.edu/tripod. Articles are pub-
lished online each week. Follow us 
on Twitter @TrinityTripod and visit 
our Facebook page at facebook.com/
TrinityTripod.
Corrections           
Errors and Comments
tripod@trincoll.edu
The Trinity Tripod is 
happy to announce the in-
troduction of a new motto 
to drive our mission for-
ward. It states our com-
mon purpose and provides 
a unity to our team that is 
essential for a profession-
al and trustworthy college 
newspaper. The motto is: 
“Scribere Aude!”. Translat-
ed from the Latin, it means 
“Dare to Write!”. In short, 
the motto encompasses 
our commitment to truth-
ful, rigorous reporting in 
an era where trustworthi-
ness is hard to find. As a 
collegiate newspaper, we 
have a great responsibil-
ity. College students are 
constantly taught about 
the world and inspired to 
initiate change. We are so-
cialized everyday in class 
and through personal in-
teractions. The four years 
of the undergraduate are a 
perpetual kindling of fire. 
As writers, we direct this 
fire into the pen, hoping 
for change. The Tripod is 
an outlet for those passion-
ate about change. This is 
where we apply what we’ve 
been taught.
Our motto has its roots 
in the Enlightenment. Im-
manuel Kant’s motto for 
this revolutionary social 
and philosophical move-
ment was “sapere aude!”, 
meaning “dare to know.” 
For Kant and for the En-
lightenment of the 18th 
century, the goal was truth. 
We as individuals have a 
responsibility to find truth 
by ourselves, using experi-
ence and reason. Moreover, 
we have a responsibility to 
be skeptical of “truths” told 
to us by the powerful. Each 
of us has the right to direct 
this skepticism into evi-
dence-based investigation, 
presenting our findings 
publicly if they conflict with 
what we think we know. 
This individualism is what 
we must value and protect.
It is this democratic 
component that we carry 
into the Tripod’s mission. 
Each one of us at this col-
lege is passionate about 
something and has opin-
ions about something. The 
newspaper is a democratic 
platform, produced by stu-
dents, for students, not tied 
to a sympathetic relation-
ship with any entity. We all 
want to be heard. Dare to 
write about it!
“Scribere Aude!” ushers 
in a newfound unity at the 
Tripod. The motto ignites a 
sense of pride  and connec-
tion over our 114 years. Not 
only does the motto express 
our commitment to truthful 
reporting, it is also a prom-
ise to keep our content rel-
evant and well-presented, 
our editorial staff motivat-
ed and dedicated, and our 
publishing process as or-
ganized as possible. Trini-
ty is well-known for sever-
al successful alumni that 
have impacted the com-
munications field. Many of 
them got their start at  The 
Trinity Tripod. If you have 
considering contributing to 
your school’s newspaper- 
now is the time!
The Tripod is open to 
writers across Trinity’s 
community who are pas-
sionate about writing and 
passionate about the truth. 
In the view of the staff, 
there is nothing more re-
warding than seeing your 
work in print. To dare is to 
push yourself. To dare is to 
want to make a change. To 
dare is to push against the 
prevailing powers. Journal-
ism is a check on authority, 
a manifestation of the re-
sponsibility of skepticism 
that we all take on. We are 
a platform of expression 
and change. We are pas-
sionate and committed. We 
hope this small phrase will 
last for years to come, guid-
ing our team and inspiring 
the entire college commu-
nity. 
A New Motto and Era for the Tripod
Letter to the Editor
To the Trinity 
Community,
Last semester, I wrote 
a letter regarding the Stu-
dent Activity Fund’s (SAF) 
health, which aimed to 
open a dialogue between 
the campus community 
and the Student Govern-
ment Association. I write 
you all now about a top-
ic of similar importance: 
the Student Organization 
Finance Manuel (SOFM). 
The SOFM lays out the 
process for requesting 
funds, the allocation pro-
cess, and Budget Commit-
tee’s (BC) rules regarding 
allocations. The SOFM 
had not been fully revised 
to incorporate some of the 
positive changes that have 
taken place within BC 
over the past few years. 
This document is essential 
for ensuring fairness and 
transparency as it sets out 
consistent policies that are 
applied to each organiza-
tion at Trinity. As I have 
stressed from the begin-
ning of my tenure as VP 
of Finance, these values 
are of utmost importance 
to me, therefore, it was a 
top priority to update the 
SOFM within my tenure as 
Vice President of Finance.
This past Wednesday, 
Budget Committee voted 
into effect a new SOFM. 
The new SOFM was dis-
cussed extensively by 
the Committee and will 
take effect immediately. 
The new manual, like the 
old one, can be found on 
Bantamlink (https://ban-
tamlink.trincoll.edu/), the 
online portal which acts 
as a hub for all student 
organizations. I urge all 
students who are members 
of any club or organization 
at Trinity to spend a few 
minutes reading over the 
new manual. As always, I 
am happy to discuss any 
questions or concerns that 
students have with this 
document or any other 
SGA matter and am avail-
able at winston.brewer@
trincoll.edu.
I and all the students 
who sit on the SGA are 
accountable to the entire 
campus and I hope that 
this action reflects the 
commitment of your stu-
dent government. I hope 
that all who read this let-





The Trinity Tripod has 
traditionally accepted “let-
ters to the editor”  from 
Trinity College students, 
faculty, staff, and alumni. 
The Tripod reserves the 
right to edit for grammar 
and refuse publication. 
Letters should address 
issues pertinent to the com-
munity, and are encouraged 
to be written in response to 
an article previously found 
in the paper.
Please limit letters to 
400 words or less. Email let-
ters to tripod@trincoll.edu 
no later than the Saturday 
prior to publishing.
The Trinity Tripod is always looking for student contributions in pho-
tography, writing, and graphic design. Anyone interested in joining 
the Tripod can email tripod@trincoll.edu. Additionally, all mem-
bers of the community are invited to our meetings, which are held 
Sundays at 5 p.m. at our office in the basement of Jackson Hall.
Commercial advertisements placed in The Trinity Tripod are taken 
from several organizations within the Trinity community and be-
yond. All requests for advertisement placement in the Tripod can 
be found by consulting the newspaper’s business manager at tri-
podads@trincoll.edu. Additionally, our website holds information 
regarding standard rates for advertisements.
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Trinity Student Temporarily Detained at Israel/Palestine Border
AMANDA HAUSMANN ’21
FEATURES WRITER
Campaign for Community Builds on Previous Initiatives
Almost two years after 
the launch of Campaign 
for Community, those 
most integrated in the 
process look on with opti-
mism to the next phases of 
the plan, which includes 
a comprehensive rede-
sign of the Cave and var-
ious leadership seminars 
in the spring semester. 
Grounded in a core mes-
sage of respect, President 
Joanne Berger Sweeney 
launched the campaign 
in the spring of 2015 with 
the intention of creating a 
campus climate hospita-
ble to everyone. The Cam-
paign represents one of 
the President’s hallmark 
achievements in her ten-
ure at Trinity. Chaplain 
Allison Read identified 
multiple student leader-
ship summits, the rede-
sign of the cave, and the 
transition by students and 
staff to “Collegiatelink” 
as three identifiable suc-
cesses of the program 
thus far. At every moment 
when Trinity students 
faced unprecedented ad-
versity and challenges, 
members from the Cam-
paign for Community “an-
swered the call” to help 
vulnerable students and 
staff, says Allison Read, 
the College Chaplain. 
Campaign for Com-
munity is organized into 
various working groups 
that comprise faculty, 
staff, and administrators. 
While the Campaign is a 
Presidential initiative, 
the goals and agenda 
come from student leaders 
working with administra-
tors and staff. The Admin-
istrative Working Groups 
(AWG) began in the fall 
of 2015 with student lead-
ership training. To date, 
more than 165 students 
have participated in train-
ing that revolves around 
improving or addressing 
five basic principles: so-
cial environment, school 
pride, “Trintersection-
ality,”academic environ-
ment, and sexual assault. 
These students chan-
neled that training into 
a vision of how to reorga-
nize the Campaign in the 
spring of 2016 and deter-
mined which phases of the 
plan could be implement-
ed immediately and which 
could wait. The vision and 
ideals of these dedicated 
students seem most vis-
ible in the Summit Plan, 
which channels some of 
Campaign for Communi-
ty’s core goals such as in-
creased accessibility, envi-
ronmental sustainability, 
and engagement with the 
City of Hartford. Howev-
er visible the themes of 
Campaign for Commu-
nity are in the Summit 
Plan, the main accom-
plishments of Campaign 
for Community are less 
overt and more nuanced. 
The Campaign worked 
with the Admissions de-
partment to increase the 
number and caliber of in-
ternational students as 
well as domestic people 
of color through compre-
hensive admissions strat-
egies. The remodeling of 
the Cave, about which 
Read promises students 
will be hearing more in 
the coming weeks, seeks 
to generate more space for 
community interaction, 
and the Trinity T-shirts 
at homecoming evidence 
Campaign leaders’ goals 
to  promote school pride. 
Those t-shirts were fund-
ed by the campaign itself. 
The next step for peo-
ple involved with the 
Campaign is to reflect 
on nearly two and a half 
years of Campaign for 
Community and assess 
the successes and weak-
nesses. In the coming 
weeks, a delegation from 
Trinity will participate 
in Green Dot Training, 
a program aimed at in-
creasing bystander in-
tervention. To date, all 
of the suggestions made 
by the student-working 
group on sexual assault 
have been implemented 
to the satisfaction of stu-
dent leaders. A group of 
faculty, deans, and stu-
dents are working on a 
new vision for the Bacca-
laureate (undergraduate 
degrees) to align with 
the visions of Campaign 
for Community. A further 
timeline for the Cave re-
model should be avail-
able in the coming weeks.
Trinity student Rinom 
Chowdhury ’20 was ar-
rested by Israeli police of-
ficers on the outskirts of 
the Old City of Jerusalem 
on Friday, Jan. 12. Ms. 
Chowdhury was travelling 
through Israel and Pales-
tinian with an interfaith 
group, five of them Trinity 
students, through the Tree 
of Life Educational Fund.
That morning, Ms. 
Chowdhury, Yasmin Affey 
’19, Philisha Abrahim ’20, 
and five others separated 
from the group to spend 
time at the Al-Aqsa Mosque 
in Jerusalem. After they 
exited the mosque, they 
took pictures of the build-
ings and with a Palestin-
ian flag which a different 
group had with them, Ms. 
Chowdhury says. As they 
were walking back to meet 
the rest of their group, Ms. 
Chowdhury recalls that 
she and four others, none 
of them Trinity students, 
were sectioned off by Israeli 
police officers and asked to 
show their passports and 
to walk with the officers to 
an undisclosed place. Ms. 
Chowdhury says the officers 
brought them to a police 
station where she and the 
others were searched and 
their passports were taken. 
Ms. Chowdhury also says 
they asked if they could call 
someone from their group 
and the officers took their 
phones. They were then 
taken to a second station 
where the officers separat-
ed the girls from the boys 
“and there were two sol-
diers there watching us, not 
giving us any information 
about why we were there,” 
Ms. Chowdhury recalls. 
After about four hours, a 
lawyer who was sent in 
by their group informed 
Chowdhury that the police 
wanted to charge her and 
others with inciting a riot.
Next, Ms. Chowdhury 
was interrogated by an of-
ficer via a translator who 
asked why she was at the 
mosque, what she had been 
wearing when she was 
there, and why she had 
been taking pictures. “They 
also took our handprints 
and pictures and showed 
me security footage of us 
from when we were at the 
mosque and asked me to 
point myself out,” says Ms. 
Chowdhury. Ms. Chowd-
hury says the officers ex-
plained that the charge was 
due to the picture they had 
taken with the Palestinian 
flag but that it would not 
be pursued and that this 
was not an official arrest.
After another three 
hours, she and those with 
her were given back their 
passports and phones 
and were released with-
out further incident.
The photo of Yasmin Affey ‘19 (far left), Philisha Abrahim ‘20 (kneeling, right), Rinom 
Chowdhury ‘20 (standing, far right) caused their detainment on the border of Israel.
Campaign for Community is continually working on a number of initatives including a 
remodeling of the Cave.
PARKER FISKE ’18
STAFF WRITER
SABRINA SHU ’21/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
                                  COURTESY OF  RINOM CHOWDHURY’20
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Trinity Student Threatens to Accuse Uber Driver of Rape
out.”  He attempted to 
console her by telling her he 
was “really sorry” and that 
he was truly “done for the 
night.”  The girl appeared 
flustered and offended 
by his words, and replied 
that “he wasn’t sorry” and 
threatened to give his ser-
vice a zero star rating.  In 
addition, she threatened 
to accuse him of “miscon-
duct and [expletive] rape.”
The video has received, 
as of Jan. 29, 2017, over 
13,000 views. It also re-
ceived dozens of comments. 
Several users posted com-
ments claiming to be law-
yers and offer the driver 
legal advice. One account 
titled Ann Windsor, with 
no followers or subscribers, 
mentioned that the video 
put the Uber driver at risk 
legally. “This video exposes 
you legally for a number 
of reasons and you should 
consider taking it down 
immediately.” She accused 
him of making a “defama-
tion claim” by assuming 
that the passenger was a 
Trinity College student, 
invading the girl’s privacy 
by recording her without 
her consent, falsely accus-
ing her of sexual assault 
by “twisting her words,” 
and, finally, placing her in 
a dangerous situation by 
forcing her to get out and 
walk during the night in 
Hartford. There is no evi-
dence that Ann Windsor is 
an attorney or legal expert. 
The Uber driver replied 
to her comment, rebutting 
her claims. He first defend-
ed his recording of the girl. 
He stated that there are 
“signs in the vehicle stating 
that passengers are being 
video and audio recorded.” 
According to Uber’s policy 
on their website, “regula-
tions may require individ-
uals using recording equip-
ment in vehicles to fully 
disclose to riders that they 
are being recorded in or 
around a vehicle and obtain 
consent.”  He also assured 
her that he did not drop her 
off anywhere besides her de-
sired destination. “She was 
dropped off at her dorm, the 
address she put as her fi-
nal destination”, the driver 
replied to “Windsor.” Final-
ly, he said that it was clear 
that the passenger was 
a Trinity College student 
because she told him that 
Trinity was having a for-
mal after finals week ended.
Members of the Trinity 
faculty and staff declined 
to comment on the matter. 
There has been no public 
administrative response. 
Several sources around 
the Trinity community 
have affirmed the identi-
ty of the female student 
in question, however, the 
Tripod has chosen to not 
release this information.
Student Government Addresses Chartwells, Discrimination
continued from page 1
about this issue. One 
recurring theme was the 
availability of food on 
North Campus if Gold-
berg’s is not available. 
The Bistro is presently 
closed on weekends from 
3:00 pm Friday to 6:00 
pm. Sunday, so without 
Goldberg’s there would 
be no dining options on 
that side of campus in 
that timeframe. This 
brought up the ques-
tion of possibly opening 
up the Bistro for certain 
hours of the weekend. 
Mr. Hitchell was open 
to considering this op-
tion, but added that in 
doing so somewhere else 
would have to close for 
those hours in order to 
maintain current costs. 
Another concern re-
garded the use of Vernon 
Social. If, as one attendee 
suggested, Goldberg’s was 
replaced by a Starbucks or 
a pop-up of Peter B’s, the 
nighttime scene would be 
lost. It was argued by Fe-
licia McDevitt ’21, a sen-
ator, that Vernon Social 
is a more popular option 
for later hours than the 
Cave and proposed that 
those hours be dimin-
ished in order to open the 
Bistro on the weekend. 
Other questions about 
the meal plans also came up. 
When asked about the 
new tiered system of food 
pricing, Paul Vermeal, 
Senior Director of Dining 
Services, stated that they 
were “trying new things” 
and that if they received 
negative feedback they 
would adjust according-
ly. Additionally, there was 
an extensive call to stock 
the Cave and the Bistro 
with basic groceries so 
that students would not 
have to travel off-campus 
to buy them. Finally, there 
seemed to be a consensus 
from the senior delegation 
that the senior meal plan of 
less meal swipes and more 
flex dollars was effective, 
and that a commensurate 
option would be desirable 
to students of all years. 
Dean of Campus Life 
and Vice President for Stu-
dent Affairs Joe DiChris-
tina was also present and 
discussed briefly at the 
end of the meeting about 
some of the discrimination 
incidents that occurred 
last semester, such as the 
anti-Semitic drawings, of-
fensive language towards 
women, and vandalism of 
the LGBTQ and Dominican 
flags. Mr. DiChristina was 
able to confirm that the 
person responsible for writ-
ing anti-Semitic and mi-
sogynistic terms on parked 
cars on Dec. 16 was appre-
hended and has been held 
accountable. He mentioned 
that this was also true for 
some of the other instanc-
es and added that in some 
cases non-Trinity students 
were involved and brought 
back to answer for their ac-
tions. Mr. DiChristina ex-
pressed a desire to open up 
a dialogue with students 
about these issues. The 
question of how to get peo-
ple to engage is one that 
SGA is working towards 
improving. However, some 
remain ambivalent, with 
Brendan Lynch ’20, add-
ing that we “do not have 
a community, just frag-
ments of people” at Trinity.
continued from page 1
SGA discussed the possibility of less meal swipes and more flex dollars for students of all 
years. 
SABRINA SHU ’21/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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OPINION
Chartwells Price Hike Latest in String of Outrages
The day Trinity stu-
dents have long feared 
has finally come. The 
Bistro, the last hold out 
of palatable meal plan 
dining, has raised its 
prices. Once beloved for 
its combos and exhibi-
tion flare, the Bistro is 
the latest site of a Chart-
wells injustice. While 
last semester the cam-
pus was busy worrying 
about a rumored Mather 
price hike, Trinity’s rob-
ber baron meal provider 
surreptitiously attacked 
the last set of reason-
able meals on campus. 
Students arrived this 
semester to find their fa-
vorite menu items now 
costing more, or in some 
cases, no longer present. 
While the Chartwells 
employees at Trinity’s 
dining halls are lovely, 
the company as a whole 
is quite the opposite.
Until this semester, 
it was possible to order 
a sandwich, fries, and 
drink for the cost of one 
meal swipe. That makes 
sense; a meal should cost 
a meal swipe, right? Not 
according to our food ser-
vice overlords who have 
introduced a new tiered 
system for ordering at 
the Bistro and Cave. Is 
it not enough that we 
live in a stratified soci-
ety? Do our meals need 
to have an elitist bend 
as well? Chartwells must 
think so, since they have 
declared that the philly 
cheesesteak is worth 
$2.24 more than a ham-
burger, placing it in tier 
three. A meal is worth 
$5.75. This limits the 
purchasing power of a 
meal to the lowly tier one 
level. If a student wants 
a meal from tier two or 
tier three, it is going to 
come out of their flex 
dollars or another meal 
swipe entirely. If Chart-
wells were a more clever 
company, it would know 
better than to call them 
meal swipes at all since 
they are worth even less 
of a meal each passing 
semester. Why highlight 
the fact that a meal swipe 
is rarely worth a meal?
It should not be for-
gotten that Chartwells 
notoriously under com-
pensates its workers. So, 
will the new meal plan 
profits bolster salaries 
and benefits? Hopefully, 
but that is most likely 
not the case, and if it is, 
Chartwells should make 
that known by adding PR 
to the heap of necessary 
company improvements. 
However, this article 
would not be fair unless 
it also noted the improve-
ments Chartwells has 
made this semester. Tap-
ingo has been running 
without a hitch, which is 
a blessing after the great 
Tapingo drought of 2017. 
On the mobile ordering 
front, keep up the good 
work Chartwells! There 
has been an improve-
ment in the Cave as well, 
with chicken tenders 
now available full time. 
No longer is access to 
fried chicken limited to 
the late night weekend.
Trinity College is far 
from perfect, but a pres-
tigious school deserves a 
prestigious dining expe-
rience to match. Or, at 
the very least, something 
better than what Mather 
trots out on the weekend. 
The price changes at the 
Bistro and Cave are just 
the latest in a long his-
tory of microaggressions 
perpetrated by an un-
fortunate dining service. 
The administration of 
Trinity College must re-
evaluate our dining ser-
vice and the so-called 
meals it offers. No one is 
saying that caviar should 
be included with every 
meal, but stop making us 
pay extra for mozzarella, 
and most importantly, 
make a meal cost a meal 
swipe. Otherwise, why 
call it a meal swipe at all?
Chartwells needs to take 
notes from its wonderful em-
ployees and, most important-
ly, pay them a living wage too.
HUNTER SAVERY ’20
OPINION EDITOR
Trinity’s “Dog Obsession” is a Societal Problem
People at Trinity are 
obsessed with their dogs. 
“Oh my god, I can’t wait 
to see my dog again” is a 
line all too easy to over-
hear during finals weeks. 
If you are unlucky, which 
you almost always are, the 
person speaking will shove 
a photo of their black Lab-
rador in your face before 
you can count to three. 
Whether you want to see 
their dog is irrelevant. 
Your opinion of their dog’s 
aesthetic or speculated 
athletic ability or intel-
ligence is of no concern 
to these dog lovers. They 
want to show you because 
they want to show you. 
I think I speak on be-
half of my fellow inter-
national students when 
I say, oh please, give us a 
break. Now, do not get me 
wrong, international stu-
dents have and love pets 
too. The only difference is 
we do not feel the need to 
let the whole campus know 
old Boo Boo or Max is com-
ing to visit next weekend. 
Seriously, we do not care. 
My frustration is not that 
Americans have dogs. Aus-
tralia’s capital city, and 
my brother’s hometown, 
Canberra, has a 2:1 dog 
to human ratio. He him-
self is the proud owner of 
two dogs, a fantastically 
docile King Charles Terri-
er, ideal for warming your 
lap on a cold winter’s day, 
and a Pitbull mix, Sar-
ah, whom he got from the 
pound for $80. Would you 
like to see a photo of her? 
Indeed, I was once the 
proud owner of perhaps 
the best-looking Bichon 
Frise ever. Seriously, ask 
anyone. Incidentally, Ru-
pert, the dog in question 
went crazy upon our fam-
ily’s departure from Aus-
tralia to the U.K., was 
prescribed various medi-
cations, and was promptly 
condemned to a dirt nap. 
It goes without saying that 
my frustration towards 
Americans and their dogs 
has absolutely nothing to 
do with the fact my dog 
was kidnapped from me 
at such a young age and 
against my will. No, what 
annoys me and what I have 
very little patience for, is 
Americans’ public adora-
tion of their dogs. I should, 
I think, predicate this by 
noting that my experience 
in this is limited to the en-
clave of wealth and priv-
ilege that is Trinity. The 
adoration is, I suspect, 
a bourgeois trademark, 
which is why it is not hard 
to find a similar degree of 
adoration in other coun-
tries. Walk around Paris, 
for instance, and it won’t 
take long to find a house-
wife with a little Rupert 
look-alike in her handbag. 
Trinity students’ obses-
sion with their dogs is re-
flective of a bizarre attitude 
Americans have towards 
pet ownership. Licensing 
requirements for exotic 
animals in U.S. states are 
suprisingly lenient. In Al-
abama, for instance, there 
are no licenses or permits 
required for ownership of 
exotic pets. In Florida, you 
can keep wolves and cou-
gars, so long as you have 
the appropriate permit. In 
Louisiana, if your ancestor 
owned a bear when licens-
ing laws were introduced, 
you are legally permitted 
to keep one today. But what 
are pets anyway? Whoever 
decreed that we humans 
have a right to enslave an 
animal for its entire life 
simply for our pleasure 
and enjoyment? “Hey man, 
we’re top of the food chain, 
alright?” OK, Brad, but 
let me throw you in a cage 
with your pet panther, un-
armed, and let’s see who’s 
top of the food chain in 
ten minutes time. Just 
show me a picture of your 
dog and let’s call it a day. 
CHARLES TUCKWELL ’18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
“Once beloved for its combos and ex-
hibition flare, the Bistro is the lat-
est site of a Chartwells injustice.”
“Tapingo has been running with-
out a hitch, which is a blessing after 
the great Tapingo drought of 2017.”
“Trinity College is far from perfect, but 
a prestigious school deserves a pres-
tigious dinning experience to match.”
“Trinity student’s obsession with their 
dogs is reflective of a bizarre attitude 
Americans have towards pet ownership.”
“Your opinion of their dog’s aesthetic 
or speculated athletic ability or intelli-
gence is of no concern to these dog lovers.”
“The adoration is, I suspect, a bour-
geois trademark, which is why it 
is not hard to find a similar degree 
of adoration in other countries.”
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The Tide Pod Challenge is Not Worth the Risk
You think you have seen 
it all, from videos on the In-
ternet of people coughing 
on a spoonful of cinnamon 
to burning themselves with 
salt and ice for the fun of 
it, but did you see this one 
coming? In December of 
2017, a new trend arose: 
The Tide Pod Challenge. 
Yes, you read that correctly. 
The new challenge on social 
media and YouTube shows 
teenagers and young adults, 
who post videos of them-
selves, tasting and chewing 
the colorful jelly-like Tide 
Pods which are filled with 
laundry detergent, stain re-
mover, and color protection. 
All the healthy essentials of 
what a person’s esophagus 
and digestive tract need.
The trend seemed to gain 
momentum after memes on 
social media depicted Tide 
Pods as appealing food and 
dared people to eat them. 
Tide Pods are very appealing 
in a visual sense and do smell 
sweet, but it is impossible to 
imagine digesting them. The 
American Association of Poi-
son Control Centers report-
ed that there have been 39 
cases of teenagers ingesting 
Tide Pods in the first month 
of 2018. The company that 
created Tide and their in-
famous pods, Procter and 
Gamble, has come out with 
many statements warning 
children and parents of the 
dangerous side effects from 
ingesting a Tide Pod. These 
side effects include burning 
of the mouth and throat, un-
consciousness, seizures, and 
death. Tide warns that if a 
Tide Pod is put in the mouth 
or ingested, poison control 
should be contacted immedi-
ately. Originally, these warn-
ings were targeted towards 
parents with toddlers who 
could easily mistake the col-
orful pods as candy. Now the 
company has realized that 
the generation in charge of 
leading the world’s future 
might be at higher risk of 
consumption of laundry de-
tergent than five-year-olds.
Tide addressed the prob-
lem in a video made with 
New England Patriots tight 
end Rob Gronkowski, in-
which he pleads people to 
stop eating Tide Pods. If 
“Gronk” is not doing it, we 
should not either. Parents, 
who may actually know ev-
erything, are saying that the 
“real” Tide Pod Challenge is 
having teenagers do their 
own laundry. Mothers used 
to put soap in their child’s 
mouth to punish them and 
now we are doing it for fun?
The challenge has gained 
tremendous attention in the 
media and news. The Wash-
ington Post reported on the 
dangers of teenagers chew-
ing Tide Pods due to the toxic 
chemicals in them. The trend 
has led one grocery store that 
sells Tide Pods to lock them 
in secure plastic cabinets for 
monitored access, resulting 
in the new nickname for the 
pods: “forbidden fruit.” There 
are videos on Facebook 
mimicking the popular food 
account, Tasty, where they 
show viewers different “reci-
pes” they can make, such as 
Tide popsicles and Tide piz-
zas. Jimmy Kimmel reported 
how fast food chains were 
capitalizing on the challenge 
by making products having 
to do with Tide Pods. A par-
ody depicts Domino’s Piz-
za offering free delivery to 
the hospital after consum-
ing their new Tide Pizza.
Like the Cinnamon 
Challenge, Salt, and Ice 
Challenge, and many other 
fads that have caught the 
attention of daring YouTu-
bers prowling for the next 
trend, people will hopeful-
ly realize that chewing on 
Tide Pods is not the best 
idea in the world. As the 
old saying goes, don’t bite 
off more than you can chew.
KATHERINE HOLMAN ’20
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
“In December of 2017, a new trend 
arose: The Tide Pod Challenge.”
The president of the Unit-
ed States is under investi-
gation for colluding with a 
foreign country. As the legit-
imacy of his presidency rests 
in the balance, the chief ex-
ecutive orders his lawyer to 
fire the head investigator, in 
a move that would effectively 
stall the search into the presi-
dent’s potential wrongdoings. 
The setting of this horrid 
play? Not a back-in-time mi-
nor country, where checks 
and balances are not up to par 
with the standards of the rest 
of the world; no, the site of this 
drama is the year 2018, in the 
supposed cradle of democracy, 
the United States of Ameri-
ca. This terrifyingly real sto-
ryline concerns the breaking 
New York Times’ scoop that 
President Trump attempt-
ed to fire Special Prosecutor 
Robert Mueller last June.
The report calls to mind 
the infamous Saturday Night 
Massacre of 1973, when Pres-
ident Nixon fired Attorney 
General Elliot Richardson 
and his successor William 
Ruckelshaus over a simi-
lar attempt to obstruct the 
special investigation of the 
Watergate Scandal by Ar-
chibald Cox. Fortunately, 
our president heard White 
House attorney Donald Mc-
Gahn’s threat to resign before 
following through with the 
self-serving order. McGahn, 
despite his shameful record 
of lobbying Trump to urge 
Attorney General Jeff Ses-
sions not to recuse himself 
from the Russian investiga-
tion, decided he would follow 
in the steps of Richardson 
and Ruckelshaus before car-
rying out such a ridiculous-
ly perverted act. President 
Trump’s lack of arrogance, 
normally so ubiquitous, can 
be partially attributed to the 
weakness of the reasons the 
president claimed proved Mr. 
Mueller’s disqualification.
President Trump’s first 
reason for Mueller having 
‘conflicts of interest’ in the 
investigation was the fact 
that Mueller once left one of 
Trump’s golf clubs in a dis-
pute over dues. While un-
knowns abound concerning 
Trump, could he go so far as 
to convince his doctor to lie 
about his weight, how many 
national security briefs does 
he even read, etc., one thing 
that is known is his propensi-
ty for taking slights as person-
al attacks, thus the conflation 
of something so petty with 
something of such gravity. In 
all seriousness, Robert Muel-
ler a decorated Marine Corps 
veteran, former U.S. Deputy 
Attorney General, and leader 
of the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation from 2001 to 2013, 
most certainly would not hold 
the disputed country club pay-
ments against the president, 
and his record of flawless ad-
herence to law-based prosecu-
tion over the years proves it.
President Trump’s second, 
and only slightly more legiti-
mate, concern regarding Mr. 
Mueller’s role as special coun-
sel was that Mr. Mueller’s for-
mer law firm had represent-
ed Jared Kushner, Trump’s 
son-in-law and senior advisor 
to the president, in past liti-
gation. The firm’s represen-
tation of Kushner, however, 
did not involve Mr. Mueller, 
and even if he had met the 
Trump-in-law or heard of his 
association to the firm later, 
Kushner’s proximity would 
theoretically only improve 
Mueller’s treatment of Kush-
ner’s father-in-law, Presi-
dent Trump, not worsen it.
The Executive’s third rea-
son for why Mueller ought 
not lead the special inves-
tigation was possibly the 
worst of the bunch. Trump 
reportedly told Mr. McGahn 
how he had interviewed
Mueller for the possibil-
ity of hiring him as interim 
FBI director following James 
Comey’s firing. This fact es-
tablishes the president’s trust 
and respect towards Mueller. 
In fact, to suggest that an in-
terview would make Mueller 
biased against Trump im-
plies that his interviewing 
and communication skills are 
worthy of contempt. While 
these trivial points may seem 
a thing of the past now, the 
threat it could have caused 
to the definition of “conflict of 
interest” is still present and 
will persist so long as Trump 
reigns. Imagine if the prec-
edent was set that a simple 
conversation with someone 
constituted a bias that then 
might be used to destroy the 
legitimacy of decades of pub-
lic service. True, if Trump 
had been foolhardy enough 
to go through with the firing, 
the backlash and resistance 
to Trump’s reasoning would 
have been blinding. However, 
the damage of such unprece-
dented stupidity conducted 
by our commander-in-chief 
might cause, would demand 
serious attention as to how 
parties elect candidates or 
on additional checks for the 
president, and not to forget, 
to the crisis American con-
fidence would have as ridi-
cule for American democracy 
spread around the world.
This is all speculation, but 
what is not speculation is the 
way in which the president 
tried to convince his attor-
ney to fire Robert Mueller. 
He did not choose to cover 
his tracks by bringing up 
the relationship that Muel-
ler had with his then depu-
ty James Comey during the 
Bush years. And while his 
reasoning may be chronically 
flawed, Trump’s intentions 
have never been clearer. Just 
Saturday, Foreign Policy re-
ports that Trump ordered 
aides to smear three FBI em-
ployees that could potentially 
back up the story of Mueller’s 
near-firing published in the 
New York Times last Thurs-
day. Now all that is left is for 
Mueller to drop the obstruc-
tion of justice hammer, and 
I pray that I speak for us all 
when I say, God, let it be soon.
JAMES CALABRESI ’20
STAFF WRITER
“...what is not speculation is the way in 
which the president tried to convince 
his attorney to fire Robert Mueller.”
“...the generation in charge of lead-
ing te world... might be at higher risk 
of consumption... than five-year-olds.”
“This is all speculation, but what 
is not speculation is the way in 
which the president tried to con-
vince his attorney to fire Mueller..”
The Mueller Investigation Reflects Political Instability
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Trinstagram: Student Adventures Over Winter Break
Larisa Bogomolov ’20, Chris Thomas ’21, Lexi But-
ler ’20, and Austin Bonasia ’20 at Trinity in Paris
Eve Pollack ’20 volunteering for the JELLO 
Program
Marissa Albanese ’21 surfing in Hawaii
Giana Moreno ’20 snapped a photo of a traditional 
celebration in Benin
Trip Slaymaker ’18 was one of the many partici-
pants at the Women’s March in Hartford 
This Week’s Student Leader Spotlight: Kate Lucas ’20
A photo taken at Trinity in Benin by Giana 
Moreno ’20






College Diabetes Network 
President, Wrestling Team 
Manager, Vernon Social 
Student Manager, Tour 
Guide, Orientation Lead-
er, Editor-in-Chief of the 
Ivy School Yearbook
Tell us about your leader-
ship experience: 
In high school, I made 
the mistake of staying in 
my comfort zone. I knew 
I needed to start taking 
more chances if I wanted 
to get anywhere in life. 
The best decision I made 
was reaching out. The only 
reason I was able to be-
come so involved at Trinity 
is because I put myself out 
there. 
The first time I tabled for 
the College Diabetes Net-
work at Mather, people 
said many offensive and 
incorrect things about 
Type 1 Diabetes. But, 
I’m so happy I kept going 
with the organization. If I 
didn’t, I never would have 
met the supportive stu-
dents that are now part of 
the chapter. Not only was I 
able to connect with other 
Trinity students, but I was 
also able to connect with 
students around the coun-
try that are part of the 
College Diabetes Network 
chapters at their schools. 
In a world where many 
people are ignorant about 
this disease, it is nice to 
have people that under-
stand.
Being a part of so many 
different activities on cam-
pus on campus has allowed 
me to meet so many dif-
ferent people: people from 
all different backgrounds, 
people I never would have 
met if I didn’t become in-
volved. Last year, I be-
came the editor of the Ivy 
Yearbook, which was first 
published in 1873. At the 
same time, I founded Trin-
ity’s chapter of the College 
Diabetes Network.
At Trinity, I have been 
able to become a part of 
one of Trinity’s oldest tra-
ditions, while starting a 
brand new one at the same 
time. Trinity has allowed 
me to continue my activi-
ties from high school, such 
as yearbook editing, man-
aging the wrestling team, 
and giving campus tours, 
while also exposing me to 
new opportunities such 
as creating a new campus 
organization, leading first-
year students through 
orientation and managing 
Vernon Social. The most 
rewarding part about all of 
these experiences is that I 
have made friends that 
I can connect with about 
each of these interests. 
I’ve been able to get to 
know many Trinity ath-
letes through my editing 
of the yearbook. During 
orientation, I was able to 
help first-years transi-
tion from high school (one 
of the scariest moments 
of my life). Being a tour 
guide has given me the 
chance to make an impact 
on prospective student 
while also representing 
our school. Managing at 
Vernon Social has given 
me a strong work ethic 
and fantastic people skills.
Fun Fact: I was selected 
to meet Pope Francis on 
Sept. 24, 2015 at the Vat-
ican Embassy in Washing-
ton, DC. Also, I can sing 
with my mouth closed.
The Trinity Tripod Student Leader Spotlight is a collaboration between the Tripod and the Office of Student Activities, Involvement and Leadership 
(S.A.I.L.). If you know an outstanding leader on campus you would like to highlight, consult the S.A.I.L. or Tripod website to submit your nomination! 
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Bantam Bucks Expands to Include Local Businesses
Hartford's Only  
charcoal rotisserie chicken
476 Franklin Avenue, Hartford CT 06114 
P: 860-244-2536 or 860-Chicken
Delivery Available Through 
www.therockinchicken.com
Alumni Spotlight: Karen Albano Mair, Class of 1988
AMANDA SCOPELLITI ’20
FEATURES EDITOR
Karen Albano Mair ’88, 
graduated from Trinity 
as an English major and 
Economics enthusiast who 
credits Trinity’s emphasis 
on high-level analysis and 
writing as something that 
distinguished throughout 
her post-graduate career.
During her time as an 
undergraduate, Mair’s 
experiences centered 
around academics, and 
she describes Trinity’s 
Hartford-based campus 
as an “academic heav-
en.” Mair could often be 
found attending office 
hours and spending time 
in the English house, and 
friends frequently spotted 
her walking across cam-
pus with her arms full of 
Riverside Shakespeare. 
When reflecting on her 
Trinity experience, she 
describes herself as feel-
ing energized to learn 
and as though every day 
was full of possibility.
After graduating from 
Trinity and taking a two-
month tour of Europe, 
Mair started a position in a 
management development 
program at MassMutual, 
a Springfield-based in-
surance company. Her job 
involved analyzing busi-
ness issues and market 
opportunities in addition 
to writing position papers 
for senior management. 
Shortly after starting this 
position, Mair started to 
see the value of her Trin-
ity education in action. 
After submitting her first 
project, she was called in 
for a meeting with Mass-
Mutual’s Executive Vice 
President of Marketing. 
He told her that she was 
the best writer he had 
come across in all his years 
in the business world 
and asked if she would 
talk with his teenage 
daughter about the val-
ue of a Trinity education.
Mair is grateful for the 
value her education has 
afforded her in the work-
force and states, “I believe 
that the critical thinking 
that was honed in me by 
all those fabulous profes-
sors at Trinity and the em-
phasis on high-level analy-
sis and writing have made 
a noteworthy difference 
in my career at each step 
in the path I have taken.”
After working at Mass-
Mutual, Mair attended 
Harvard University to 
pursue a master’s de-
gree in finance, with the 
bulk of her tuition paid 
for through a scholarship 
from a Trinity alumni. 
During her time at Har-
vard, several professors 
praised the strength of 
Mair’s writing. Although 
she might have been con-
sidered to be at a disad-
vantage in comparison 
with many of her student 
peers who had majored 
in more technical fields, 
Mair credits the value 
of the critical thinking 
and writing skills she ac-
quired at Trinity as what 
propelled her through.
After completing grad-
uate school at Harvard 
and pursuing a 12-year 
career on Wall Street, 
Mair is now serving as 
the Director of Research 
at Capital Prospects, a 
small investment man-
agement firm located in 
Stamford, CT. Capital 
Prospects constructs and 
manages equity and fixed 
income programs for pub-
lic pension fund clients, 
with a focus on minority 
and female-owned firms. 
Mair says that she has 
“particular enthusiasm” 
for the $650 million fixed 
income program she over-
sees for a client, which is 
fully composed of manag-
ers who are women and/or 
minorities. When meeting 
young women who are in 
the early phase of their 
careers, Mair likes to tell 
them that they can do 
it all. She says that, “it 
takes determination and 
persistence, but there are 
so many opportunities out 
there if you have a great 
education and work hard.”
On a personal level, 
Mair recently celebrated 
25 years of marriage with 
husband Martin, and the 
couple resides in Green-
wich, CT with their five 
children. The eldest of 
her children are pursing 
higher education at the 
University of Connecticut 
and Brown University, 
respectively. Mair looks 
back fondly on her time 
at Trinity and believes 
that, “With a Trinity ed-
ucation, students have 
the skills to add meaning-
ful value in their careers 
and will be able to make 
a notably positive impact 
in their communities.”
WHOLE FOODS
Whole Foods accepts Bantam Bucks in two locations in 
West Hartford: Bishop’s Corner and BlueBack Square.
Karen Albano Mair ’88 is the Tripod’s first alumni spotlight.
KAREN ALBANO MAIR
continued from page 1
Spectra Wired is located at 5 Constitution Plaza in down-
town Hartford.
SPECTRA WIRED
Coming soon will be DB 
Mart, at the intersection 
of New Britain Ave and 
Broad Street, and City 
Food Mart/Gas between 
Broad and White Street. 
It is important to note 
that Whole Foods in Blue 
Back Square will only 
accept Bantam Bucks 
at register 13, while 
Whole Foods at Bishop’s 
Corner only takes Ban-
tam Bucks at register 1.
Additionally, this will 
encourage students to 
seek opportunities for 
work and relaxation out-
side of Trinity’s gates, in-
cluding those offered at 
or around the new down-
town Hartford building. 
a unique cafe 
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Arts & Entertainment
Amazon’s Wonderstruck: Heartwarming and Fresh 
Woolly Mammals’ per-
formance this past week-
end followed the recent re-
lease of their new EP When 
You Get This— the band’s 
“first live video EP,” which 
they describe on their Ins-
tagram as “equal parts per-
formance art and perfor-
mance.” The full version- a 
black and white live per-
formance of their EP with 
stunning visual effects- is 
currently available on their 
Youtube channel, with 
5,000 views and counting.  
The band consists of 
four members- Will Sacks 
on vocoder bass, Kyle 
McCarter on drums and 
gongs, Andrew Koehler on 
keyboard, and Noah Ross 
on synthesizer and guitar. 
Vocalist and bassist Will 
Sacks used a vocoder in his 
performance on Friday- al-
lowing him to synthesize 
his voice, and adding a 
robotic feel to their other-
wise melodic jazz, which is 
where the Robert Glasper 
influence was especially 
evident. This resulted in a 
delightfully distorted effect 
that they refer to as “their 
own brand of space jazz.” 
This effect is fitting for 
their band as self-described 
“gang of space cats,” con-
sidering their list of Daft 
Punk, Prince, and Hiatus 
Kaiyote as influences. 
 In addition to making 
us dance, Woolly Mammals 
used a ceiling projector con-
trolled by McCarter to cre-
ate a unique visual expe-
rience that matched their 
electro-funk sound—above 
our heads was an ever-mov-
ing black and white glitch 
sequence, completing their 
finely tuned aesthetics as 
performers and artists. 
McLeod, who booked 
the band, spoke highly of 
their musical abilities. “I 
liked their new direction to-
wards a jazzier sound than 
their original straight funk 
sound… I’m a big fan of the 
jazzy funk vibe,” McLeod 
said. “When I originally 
talked to them they turned 
out to be some really nice 
guys who were passion-
ate about and loved what 
they did. That made them 
a great fit for The Mill. On 
top of that, their raw talent 
was a huge draw. They’re 
just the complete package.” 
Follow them on Insta-
gram @woolly_mammals for 
videos of their performanc-
es- and pictures of cats in 
astronaut suits. Be sure 
to check out hip-hop act 
AESvissle at The Mill on 
Feb. 10.  
Space Jazz Band Woolly Mammals Melt Mill’s Mind 




FRANCISCO J. CHANG ’19
Space jazz band Woolly Mammals performed a lively set last Friday at The Mill.
idol, the movie starlet Lillian 
Mayhew (Julianne Moore). 
These two narratives are 
told simultaneously, switch-
ing between black-and-white 
film for the 1927 story and 
bold color-negative film for 
the 1977 story. We watch as 
Ben meets Jamie, a boy his 
age whose father works at the 
Museum of Natural History. 
We follow Rose’s hopes and 
expectations for Lillian May-
hew, and watch as she recon-
nects with her older brother. 
Parallels between the deaf 
children’s stories unfold slow-
ly, delicately, as we recognize 
names and places across time, 
and the protagonists devel-
op friendships whilst solving 
their personal mysteries. 
Wonderstruck’s clever 
intermingling of visual tech-
niques (and soundtrack ele-
ments) is well-supported by 
the direction and storytelling. 
According to IMDb, the direc-
tor Todd Haynes was inspired 
to adapt another novel for the 
silver screen after the critical 
success of his movie Carol 
(2015), which was based on 
the novel The Price of Salt by 
Patricia Highsmith. Wonder-
struck is based on the novel 
of the same name by Brian 
Selznick, who is better known 
for his novel The Invention 
of Hugo Cabret, which was 
adapted for film in 2011. 
These critically-acclaimed 
storytellers have, artfully 
combined their talents to 
produce a movie with the col-
orful, magical character of a 
story written for young peo-
ple, about young people. 
The young actors in ques-
tion are charming and cap-
tivating in their portrayal of 
Rose and Ben. Oakes Feg-
ley, who plays Ben, is not a 
newcomer to cinema, having 
starred in Pete’s Dragon and 
appeared in CBS’ Person of 
Interest, among other proj-
ects. Millicent Simmonds, 
however, is a breakout star: 
this is her first major role 
on screen. Simmonds is deaf 
like her character Rose, and, 
according to IMDb, charmed 
the director and casting 
agents with an audition tape 
in American Sign Language. 
The choice to cast a deaf 
actress in a role of a deaf 
character is part of a larger 
contemporary trend in rep-
resentation in film: casting 
people of minority identities 
in roles of minority identities, 
allowing them to portray their 
own experiences with au-
thenticity and visibility. Sim-
monds will also play a major 
role as the daughter of John 
Krasinski and Emily Blunt’s 
characters in the upcoming 
supernatural horror film A 
Quiet Place, and it seems as if 
she will grow in renown over 
the next few years, especially 
if this next film gains critical 
acclaim.  
Wonderstruck has already 
left the silver screen of Trin-
ity’s Cinestudio, but you can 
see it on Amazon Prime Vid-
eo, and be sure to look out for 
more award-nominated films 
at Cinestudio in the weeks 
leading up to the Oscars. 
Wonderstruck (2017, di-
rected Todd Haynes) is a 
heartwarming, visually in-
tricate film, which weaves 
together the stories of two 
young kids who set out on 
journeys to find acceptance 
and family in New York City, 
fifty years apart. It was nom-
inated for the Cannes Film 
Festival Palme d’Or. In a 
world where distressing news 
is ever more accessible, Won-
derstruck provides a warm, 
escapist narrative that some 
might dismiss as unrealisti-
cally idealistic and romantic, 
but at its core is a thorough-
ly satisfying aesthetic and 
narrative experience built 
around the talents of strong 
writing, acting, and direction. 
After his mother dies in 
a car accident in 1977, Ben 
(Oakes Fegley) grows tired of 
life in his sleepy Minnesota 
hometown. A sudden light-
ning storm strikes his house 
in a freak accident, and Ben 
loses his hearing from the 
shock. He decides to escape 
from the hospital and run 
away to New York in search 
of his father, guided only by a 
cryptic note. 
Rose (Millicent Sim-
monds) is tired of being mis-
understood by her father and 
the tutors he hires, so she 
runs away from her New Jer-
sey home in 1927. She navi-
gates the streets of New York 
without sound, hoping to re-
connect with her mother and 
Wonderstruck  has been previously shown at Cinestudio but 
can still be watched on Amazon Prime Video.
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DJ Koze’s Recent Release Sets High Hopes for Upcoming LP
 Following a year of 
members of the enter-
tainment industry coming 
forward to reveal the pat-
terns of sexual misconduct 
which have plagued Holly-
wood for decades, and an 
awards season of defiant 
responses to these revela-
tions, the nominations for 
the 90th Academy Awards 
reflect what is expect-
ed to be the culmination 
of a long-overdue call for 
change. On Tuesday, Jan-
uary 23, the Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts and 
Sciences announced the 
complete 24-category list 
of films that are nominat-
ed for this year’s Academy 
Awards.
After 2016’s #Oscars-
SoWhite controversy and 
last year’s Best Picture 
false announcement mis-
hap, this year’s list of nom-
inees seems to respond to 
the sociopolitical move-
ments that dominated re-
cent Oscars ceremonies 
and most notably, last 
month’s Golden Globes cer-
emony. The Globes, which 
many use to predict both 
Oscar nominees and win-
ners, was cloaked in black, 
as filmmakers and stars 
donned the color to show 
solidarity with the  #Time-
sUp movement. Many used 
both the red carpet and 
the show as a platform to 
speak out against sexual 
harassment and assault, 
as well as to continue con-
versations about racial and 
gender inequality in Holly-
wood.
Director Guillermo del 
Toro’s The Shape of Water 
received the most nomina-
tions of this year’s ceremo-
ny, thirteen, putting the 
film just one nomination 
shy of tying the record set 
by All About Eve (1950), Ti-
tanic (1997), and most re-
cently La La Land (2016). 
The film received nomina-
tions in many of the major 
categories, including Best 
Picture, Best Actress in a 
Leading Role (Sally Haw-
kins), Best Actress in a 
Supporting Role (Octavia 
Spencer), Best Director, 
and Best Cinematography.
Other films nominat-
ed for Best Picture that 
received many other nom-
inations include direc-
tor Christopher Nolan’s 
Dunkirk, and Martin Mc-
Donagh’s Three Billboards 
Outside Ebbing, Missouri, 
Paul Thomas Anderson’s 
Phantom Thread, and Joe 
Wright’s Darkest Hour, 




sponse to the controver-
sies afflicting Hollywood 
over the course of the past 
year are perhaps most no-
ticeable in a select few of 
the individual award cat-
egories. Despite winning 
the Golden Globe for Best 
Actor in a Motion Picture 
Drama, James Franco was 
left off the Leading Actor 
list for The Disaster Art-
ist amid sexual miscon-
duct allegations that came 
to light after the airing of 
the Globes. Christopher 
Plummer was nominated 
for Best Supporting Actor 
for his part in All the Mon-
ey in the World. The part 
was originally intended for 
Kevin Spacey, who Plum-
mer replaced after Spacey 
faced allegations of child 
molestation last fall.
One of the most poi-
gnant moments at the 
Globes ceremony occurred 
when, in the middle of a 
night defined by female em-
powerment, Natalie Port-
man announced the Best 
Director category by say-
ing, “And here are the all-
male nominees.” This will 
not be the case at the Os-
cars, as Greta Gerwig be-
comes only the fifth woman 
in Academy Award history 
to secure a Directing nom-
ination for her film Lady 
Bird. If she wins, she will 
become the second woman 
in history to actually win 
the category, following in 
the footsteps of Kathryn 
Bigelow (The Hurt Locker, 
2009). By the same token, 
Rachel Morrison becomes 
the first female cinematog-
rapher ever nominated for 
the Best Cinematography 
category.
Continuing last year’s 
trend of increased ra-
cial diversity, people of 
color received more rep-
resentation in the nom-
inations. The success of 
Jordan Peele’s Get Out 
shows promise for the 
film, which is nominat-
ed for Best Picture, Best 
Director, Best Original 
Screenplay, and Best Ac-
tor in a Leading Role, as 
its release nearly a year 
ago indicates continued 
resonance among Acade-
my voters. A Best Direc-
tor win for Peele would 
make him the first black 
director to ever win in the 
category, and he is only 
the fifth to ever receive a 
nomination.
Despite The Shape of 
Water’s early lead, there 
are no real overwhelm-
ing favorites to win in 
any category. The pool of 
contenders is strong and 
diverse, which, in com-
bination with what is 
expected to be a finale of 
sorts for 2017’s social re-
flection, this year’s Acad-
emy Awards show is sure 
to entertain.





A true innovator for min-
imal house and IDM (intel-
ligent dance music), Ham-
burg-based DJ Koze is a 
mysterious and intriguing 
figure. His social media posts 
are limited, as are his North 
American appearances. He’s 
been producing music since 
the late 1980s, some releases 
being remixes, others purely 
original, all of which carry 
his music’s distinct minimal, 
oscillating, and sometimes 
stripped-down aesthetic. 
His newest EP release 
Seeing Aliens, the first in 
five years since his critically 
acclaimed album Amygdala, 
is a testament to his mixing 
skills. It’s three tracks of pure 
dance perfection, and if you 
haven’t already, be prepared 
to join the “Koze Klub.” 
The title track “Seeing 
Aliens” starts off the release 
with an undeniably friendly 
groove of atmospheric synth, 
muted bass notes, and crisp 
drum machine beats. The 
track is immediately satis-
fying and progresses into a 
multilayered track with drop-
off points that focus on indi-
vidual instrumentation. It’s 
an airy yet emotional song 
that at its midpoint, grounds 
the listener into a sustained 
feeling of bliss, leading up to a 
soundscape of ambient, pow-
erful, and engaging sampling. 
The second track is the 
“Extended Breakthrough Lis-
ten” of the first. What this 
track offers that the opening 
doesn’t are increased com-
plexities. More samples, more 
synth, and is ultimately, more 
enjoyable. This is most likely 
the one Koze will use during 
live performances, as the 
danceability aspect remains 
consistent and entrancing.  
The B-side track, “Nein 
Köning Nein,” turns out to be 
the best track on the release. 
Koze incorporates a vocal 
sample, one in which he ma-
nipulates to be an addition-
al layer of instrumentation. 
The bass is rich throughout 
and the backing beat is en-
tirely inventive, as Koze in-
corporates a tastefully placed 
high-hat throughout that is 
seemingly simple yet capti-
vating and unexpected each 
time it appears. An additional 
great aspect is the apparent 
crescendo that drops off to a 
drumless section of the track, 
making the listener want an-
other two minutes of dance-
floor heaven. The last minute 
of the song is just one ethere-
al tremolo-sounding sample 
that creates a beat in itself. It 
becomes ingrained into your 
mind, and is hypnotic in na-
ture. 
The full length LP Knock 
Knock is set to be released on 
May 4 on Koze’s own Pam-
pa Records. Expected fea-
tures include José González, 
Sophia Kennedy, Mano Le 
Tough, and Bon Iver. 
Are you interested in being the new cartoonist for The Tripod? 
Let us know at tripod@trincoll.edu
This cartoon ran in The Trinity Tripod in 2008. 
GEPA HINRICHSEN
DJ Koze will release a full length LP on May 4 on his own record label, Pampa Records.][J)J l' Ill t 1 l' r l JRecol'  
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SPORTS
Men’s Hockey Begins Winter Winning Streak





After an abbreviated 
winter break, Trinity men’s 
squash took to the courts 
to resume their 2018 cam-
paign. The Bantams, de-
fending their 15th national 
title, have played six match-
es since resuming their sea-
son, winning them all.
Trinity rolled right into 
2018 with an away match 
at then no. 4 Columbia Uni-
versity (Columbia is now 
ranked no. 2). This would 
prove to be one of Trinity’s 
greatest tests of the season, 
as the Bantams relied on 
Ziad Sakr ’21 in the five-
slot to bring Bantam victo-
ry. Sakr swept a formida-
ble opponent in Columbia 
senior Arhum Saleem, who 
had not yet lost a match 
this season, by scores of 11-
6, 11-5, and 11-9.
The win propelled Trin-
ity into a run of dominant 
victories at home, ousting 
the Dartmouth Big Green 
(9-0), Middlebury Panthers 
(9-0), and U-Penn Quakers 
(9-0). The Quakers, ranked 
no. 5 in the nation, were no 
match for the Bantams, as 
Trinity swept seven of nine 
matches 3-0. Playing in the 
nine-slot for Trinity, An-
drew Lee ’20 delivered an 
inspiring performance, only 
allowing 14 total points to 
Quaker Jonathan Zeitis in 
all three games.
This past week, Trinity 
faced Navy on Sunday, Jan. 
21 and Yale University on 
Wednesday, Jan. 24. Trinity 
cruised past Navy at home 
(8-1) before hitting the road 
to face the tough Bulldogs 
team. In a tightly contest-
ed match, Trinity hung on 
to beat their in-state ri-
val at home (6-3). In the 
first four slots, Trinity and 
Yale went back and forth, 
splitting matches. Trini-
ty no. 1 Kush Kumar ’20 
won in five games against 
his Yale counterpart. Play-
ing in the two-slot, Thobo-
ki Moholo ’20 won games 
three and four to force a 
game five, but ultimately 
fell just short. Tri-captain 
Rick Penders ’18 defeated 
Yale’s Max Martin (3-2) in 
a thrilling comeback, tak-
ing games four and five to 
secure the win. Yale came 
back with another victory 
in the four-slot, evening the 
match, before Trinity’s five 
through eight players won 
their matches. Yale would 
go on to win in the nine-slot, 
but the effort proved to be 
too little too late, as Trinity 
dealt the stumbling Bull-
dogs their fifth consecutive 
loss.
On Saturday Jan. 27 the 
Bantams travelled to St. 
Lawrence University in 
Canton, New York for an af-
ternoon match, and then to 
Clinton, New York to face-
off against conference-rival 
Hamilton College. Trinity 
struggled in Canton, com-
ing away with a close 5-4 
win. Bantam rookies Ziad 
Sakr and Aryaman Adik ’21 
garnered key wins against 
their St. Lawrence counter-
parts, while Trinity’s Ku-
mar, Penders, and Mohohlo 
suffered tough, yet close 
defeats. After leaving Can-
ton in the afternoon, Trin-
ity headed to Clinton for a 
match against Hamilton. 
The Continentals strug-
gled against the top-ranked 
Bantams, as not one player 
for Trinity suffered a loss.
Trinity heads back to 
Clinton, New York next 
weekend for the NESCAC 
Squash Championships, fol-
lowed by a key home match 
against Harvard on Feb. 13.
 
Want to be a part of the Tripod Staff? 
Join Today! 
The Trinity Tripod is always looking for 
student contributors to help out with 
writing, photography, and editing. Our 
meetings take place on Sundays at 5pm 
in the Tripod Office (in the basement of 
Jackson Hall, in the concrete jungle). 
Additionally, interested students can 
apply online at our website (click on: 
contact us). 
We are always open to suggestions, 
comments, letters to the editor, and any 
ideas directed to our email address, tri-
pod@trincoll.edu.
TRINITY COLLEGE ATHLETICS
Trinity men’s squash came away with close wins against Yale and Saint Lawrence.
The Trinity men’s hock-
ey team played impressive-
ly over winter break, win-
ning five out of the seven 
games that they played 
while beating a host of 
conference opponents. The 
matchup on Jan. 19 against 
the Tufts University Jum-
bos ended with an excit-
ing win for the Bantams. 
Tufts took the lead late in 
the second period to make 
the score 1-0, but that lead 
didn’t last long for the Jum-
bos. Starting the third pe-
riod strong, the Bantam’s 
without the assists from 
his teammates, forwards 
Adam Anderson ’20 and 
Nick Polsinelli ’21. Ryan 
Pfeffer ’19 and Michael 
Grande ’21 built on the 
scoring for the Bantams, 
each adding their own goal. 
The Bantams picked up 
two more wins on Jan. 27th 
and 28th, are ranked no.6 
in the nation, and are on 
a 7-game winning streak. 
They are no.1 in the NES-
CAC standings with a 9-1-1 
conference record. Next up 
for Trinity is a pair of home 
games on Feb. 2 and Feb. 
3 against Williams College 
and Middlebury College. 
heavy pressure changed 
the pace of the game and 
prompted a string of goals 
for Trinity. James Callah-
an ’21 scored his first col-
legiate goal in the third 
period, while Griffyn Mar-
tin ’18 and Blake Carrick 
’21 each added one goal 
apiece in the third period. 
The Jumbos put up a 
well-fought battle, stop-
ping all 25 shots against 
them in the first 40 min-
utes of the game. In the 
second period, the Ban-
tams had a 16 to five ad-
vantage in shots, but the 
Jumbos found the net with 
1:40 remaining in the sec-
ond period, giving them the 
1-0 lead going into the third. 
After the goal by Martin 
with 7:15 on the clock, Car-
rick converted a two-on-one-
man advantage into a goal 
to make it 3-1. The victory 
marked the fifth win in a 
row for Trinity and the first 
loss in three games for Tufts. 
The next day, the Ban-
tams traveled to New Lon-
don, Connecticut to take 
on the Connecticut College 
Camels. Trinity contin-
ued their late-break win-
ning streak, dominating 
the third period with three 
goals in order to leave with 
a victory. The Bantams 
started the game strong 
with a goal from Antho-
ny Sabitsky ’18 but hit a 
cold spot in the middle of 
the game and were trail-
ing the Camels 2-1 late 
in the second period. For-
ward Barclay Gammill 
’20 tied the game before 
the second buzzer with 
an assist from Sabitsky 
and Liam Feeney ’20. 
Andy Chugg ’20 put the 
Bantams back in the lead 
well into the third period, 
taking the Connecticut 
College goaltender one-
on-one and beating him 
with a low-shot. Chugg 
couldn’t have done it 
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Trinity College Inside Sports:Men’s Hockey & Men’s Swimming
Bantam Sports This Week:
Sat.
Men’s Swimming and Diving Finishes Regular Season
While most Trinity stu-
dents were spending Jan. 
12 recovering from the hol-
idays and preparing for a 
new semester, the men’s 
swimming and diving 
team was busy dominating 
in the pool. Their meet on 
Jan. 12 led to a skilled win 
over the Clark University 
Cougars with a final score 
of 189-95. This impressive 
win led the Bantams to 
a 3-1 record while Clark 
remained winless on the 
season thus far with a re-
cord of 0-5. The opening 
relay gave the Bantams 
a solid 15-2 head start as 
they were led by Trip Mc-
Connell ’18, Blake Jamil-
kowski ’21, and Radojilca 
Pavlovic ’21. Charlie Roth 
’21 swam to first place 
with a time of 1:38.72 in 
the 200-yard medley relay. 
Another rookie Bantam, 
William Wynn ’21, crushed 
the competition by finish-
ing the 1,000-yard free-
style with an impressive 
time of 10:45.22, helping 
the team maintain their 
streak of 11 individual rac-
es won in a row. By the end 
the Bantams improved 
to a 4-1 record, finishing 
the meet with a winning 
score of 172-106. Trini-
ty’s next appearance will 
be at Connecticut College 
on Feb. 3, followed by the 
NESCAC Championships 
at Bowdoin on Feb. 23.
of the meet, McConnell, 
Jamilkowski, Roth, and 
Owen Hall ’21 won twice 
each while captain Hunt-
er Mitchell-Adams ‘18 
won the 50-yard freestyle 
in his final home meet. 
Pavlovic finished in first 
place during the 100-yard 
freestyle and diver Alex 
Schrock ’21 gave the Ban-
tams another first-place 
showing in the one-meter 
board dive. The Bantams 
had a successful and sen-
timental final home meet 
of the season as they cele-
brated the end of four suc-
cessful years for the senior 
swimmers on the team.
As if the triumphant 
meet over Clark wasn’t 
enough, the next day the 
team took on Vassar in 
Poughkeepsie, New York. 
Pavlovic led the team once 
again by winning two in-
dividual races and two 
relays, the 50-yard free-
style with a time of 21.92 
and the 100-yard free-
style with a time of 48.91. 
Charlie Roth added to the 
Bantam success with two 
more first place finishes; 
the 100-yard backstroke 
(59.14) and the 200-yard 
backstroke (2:00.90). Owen 
Hall had another success-
ful meet, garnering wins 
in the 1,000-yard free-
style event with a time of 
10:24.84 and the 200-yard 
butterfly (2:06.08). Schrock 
had another strong dive 
with a score of 213.30 in 
the one-meter event. The 
400-yard freestyle relay 
solidified a strong meet 
for the Bantams with 
Hall, Pavlovic and cap-
tains John Dolan ’18 and 
Mitchell-Adams finish-
ing the relay five seconds 
ahead of the second-place 
finisher. With this win 
Women’s Basketball Sustains Rocky Winter Break
Fri.
Men’s Basketball vs. Wesleyan
Women’s Basketball at Wesleyan
Men’s Squash at NESCAC Champ.
Women’s Squash at NESCAC Champ.
Men’s Hockey vs. Williams
Women’s Hockey at Williams
   
Men’s Hockey vs. Middlebury
Women’s Hockey at Williams
Men’s Squash at NESCAC Champ.
Women’s Squash at NESCAC Champ.
JULIA KENNARD '20
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
While students were 
enjoying winter break 
away from campus, the 
Trinity women’s basketball 
team was hard at work. 
The Bantams saw success 
during the break, gaining 
five wins out of the eight 
games that they played 
and bringing their current 
overall record to 13-5. They 
started the new year off 
right by dominating at the 
Coast Guard Academy in 
New London, Connecticut 
on Jan. 2nd. Bantam for-
ward Erin Cunningham ’19 
played a poised and steady 
game, making seven of her 
eight three-point shots. 
er the Bantams welcomed 
the Colby College Mules to 
Hartford, escaping with a 
four-point win (59-55). 
Quick offensive drives 
by the Bantams allowed 
the home team to control 
the flow of the game, a key 
to beating the stingy Mule 
defense. Another key to 
victory was the distribu-
tion of scoring opportu-
nities amongst the team. 
Four different Bantams 
scored in double digits as 
Cunningham and Kabari 
scored 15 apiece while Er-
ickson and Becky Reifler 
’19 added ten points each. 
The next matchup for the 
Trinity Women’s team is 
against in-state rival Wes-
leyan University on Feb. 2. 
While the Bantams suc-
ceeded throughout the en-
tire game, they did exceed-
ingly well during the fourth 
quarter where they scored 
twelve straight points to 
seal the 81-54 win. Despite 
the success over the break, 
the Bantams did face some 
challenges, losing their 
next two conference games 
against Amherst (no. 1), 
and Hamilton. Trinity 
struggled against the Am-
herst Mammoths as they 
were held to just 31 points 
for the entire game (49-31). 
Trinity kept it close in the 
first half and trailed by just 
two points going into the 
locker room. The Bantams 
held on during the third 
quarter and trailed by just 
five points in the middle of 
the fourth quarter. 
It wasn’t enough as the 
Mammoths showed their 
strength and broke out on 
an 11-0 run to seal the win. 
Top performers for Trini-
ty were Courtney Erickson 
’19 with 12 points, six re-
bounds, and three steals, 
and Erin Cunningham ’19 
with seven points and sev-
en rebounds. In their next 
game the Bantams took on 
the Hamilton College Con-
tinentals in what turned 
out to be a very tight game. 
During the first quarter 
the Bantams surrendered 
several easy baskets to the 
Continentals, including ten 
unanswered points at the 
start of the game. After the 
slow start, Trinity gained 
momentum and traded 
several baskets with the 
Continentals, keeping the 
score close throughout the 
second and third quarters. 
Despite being close, Hamil-
ton held on to a lead for the 
entire game, never looking 
back at the chasing Ban-
tams. The next game for 
Trinity was against Dean 
College on Jan. 9. A string 
of second half runs from the 
Bantams combined with 16 
points from Peace Kabari 
’20 gave Trinity a key win 
to end their short losing 
streak. The women next 
faced off against the Bow-
doin College Polar Bears, 
suffering a tough, 30-point 
home loss. Two days lat-
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